AccuShelf™
Streamline your inventory with the touch of a finger

Efficient Inventory Control & Management
» Capture every medication lot and expiration with wireless barcode scanner
» Automatically create a full audit trail for every dose
» Reduce waste, loss, and discrepancies with streamlined processes and charge capture
» Receive notifications of low and critical inventory levels with alerting suite

Simplify & Standardize Workflows
» Ensure that the correct medication is dosed to the correct patient
» Quickly scan every medication barcode to record lot, expiration, and dosage
» Automatically verify medication expiry prior to administration

Enhance Patient Safety
» Accurately track correct medication, dosed to the correct patient
» Quickly scan every medication barcode to confirm lot, expiration, and dosage
» Easily confirm medication dosage and expiration prior to administering

Find out more at AccuShelf.com
Optional: 340B Support

- Support 340B workflows with inventory separation and dose tracking by invoice, provider, and more
- Generate required compliance and medication audit reports

Optional: AccuShelf™ Temperature Monitoring

- Meet CDC and VFC temperature logging compliance with wireless digital data logger that monitors and records temperature on any cold storage unit
- Receive temperature excursion alerts immediately via email or text message
- Manage every vaccine dose with AccuVax® workflows to reduce waste, save staff time, and maximize patient safety

Technical Specifications:

- System:
  - Enterprise-grade, industrial designed all-in-one PC system
  - 15” TFT LCD display with PCAP multi-touch technology
  - Dual hinge design allows unlimited tilt viewing angles
  - Built-in VESA shelf or wall mounting option
- Size: 14.2” wide x 8” deep x 10.9” tall, 13.2lbs
- Scanning:
  - Wireless scanner, 300 ft range
  - 2D scan engine supporting all common medication barcodes
  - Includes drop-and-charge cradle, 50,000 scans between charges
- Network: Ethernet & WiFi communications
- Portal: Cloud-based, user permission access to My.AccuVax.com provides central inventory management and analytics
- Notifications: Proactive alerting suite with email and text, includes low and expiring stock alerts
- Power: 90W/19V supports standard wall outlet
- Security: SOC2 Type 2 compliant meeting corporate security requirements
- Access: Secure authentication with integrated fingerprint reader
- Support: 24/7 customer service
- Warranty: Maintenance and repair included
- Optional: Cellular (3G LTE) communication and battery back-up

Schedule a demo today!
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